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ISOTHERMAL CALORIMETRY AND COMPLEMENTARY METHODS TO
UNDERSTAND NUCLEOTIDE-BASED SECOND MESSENGER ACTION
ON PROTEINS

Gert Bange
University of Marburg, Center for Synthetic Microbiology (SYNMIKRO), Germany and
Max Planck Institute for Terrestrial Microbiology, Germany
gert@bangelab.org
Nucleotide-based second messengers, such as (p)ppGpp, c-di-GMP or di-adenosine-tetraphosphate
(Ap4A) play important roles in adapting microorganisms to changing environmental conditions or
the host (e.g., [1,2]). I will discuss how isothermal calorimetry provides the biochemical parameters
enabling to determine biological significance of the interaction of a given second messenger for its
target structure. I will also present complementary methods, which provide a further in-depth
mechanistic understanding of nucleotide-based second messenger in action.

[1] Bange G*, Brodersen D, Liuzzi A, Steinchen W (2021). Two P or not P: Understanding regulation by the bacterial
second messengers (p)ppGpp. Annual Reviews in Microbiology, 75:383-406. PMID: 34343020 [2] Czech L, Mais CN,
Kartzat H, Sarmah P, Giammarinaro P, Freibert S, Esser Esser H, Musial J, Berninghausen O, Steinchen W, Beckmann
R, Koch HG, Bange G (2022). Inhibition of SRP-dependent protein secretion by the bacterial alarmone (p)ppGpp.
Nature Communications, 13(1):1069 PMID: 35217658.
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CALORIMETRIC HEAT WAVES TO STUDY THE SOIL SENSITIVITY TO
TEMPERATURE

Nieves Barros,1 José Antonio Rodríguez-Añón,1 Jorge Proupín,1 César Pérez Cruzado2
Department of Applied Physics, University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain
2
Department of Crop Production and Engineering Projects, University of Santiago de Compostela,
Spain
nieves.barros@usc.es
1

Heat conduction calorimeters can change the temperature along with a measurement of the heat rate
in living systems, constituting an interesting option for studying, in situ and real-time, the response
of living systems to temperature changes. In the case of soil, where reactions involving the carbon
cycle take place, the role of temperature on soil bio decomposition is still under development.
Those studies usually focus on temperatures at which enzymes are active, with little information
about what happens when temperatures are higher than 45 ºC, something happening in our planet
more and more often. There is no information about how living systems recover after extreme heat
either.
We have designed a heatwave with a heat conduction calorimeter to study the sensitivity to extreme
temperatures of different soil layers from Atlantic oak forests, and to monitor how they recover
after being exposed at 60 ºC for about 15 hours. The observed sensitivity was attached to the soil
organic matter nature by thermal analysis and differential scanning calorimetry. Calorimetry was
sensitive enough to show the response of the different soil samples to the increasing and decreasing
temperatures and allowed us to discern among the samples which resisted and did not resist the
extreme heatwave.

Figure 1. Evolution of microbial metabolism from three different soil layers to the increasing
temperature from 20 to 60ºC and to cooling from 60ºC to 40 and 20 ºC. h indicates the heating
phase of the experiment; c is the cooling period.
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PHYSICAL BIOENERGETICS OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

1

Václav Bočan,1 Anna Körte,1 Vinca Yadav,1 Sofia Traikov,1 Pavel Tomancak,1 Jonathan Rodenfels1
Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Germany
rodenfels@mpi-cbg.de

Cells are biological thermodynamic systems which function out of equilibrium. They rely on a
continuous supply of energy to fuel cellular processes that control and maintain cellular
homeostasis, growth and development. This energy is supplied by cellular metabolism, which
converts energy-rich nutrients into biomass building blocks, ATP, and energy-poor metabolic waste
molecules. While immense effort has been put into understanding the biochemistry of metabolism
in the past decades, the general framework for the energetic principles and thermodynamic
characterization of cellular metabolism has received little attention.
In the group of Energetics of Biological Systems, we aim to explore biological models using the
prism of physical bioenergetics. Our goal is to gain quantitative understanding of how energy fluxes
govern the behaviour of out-of-equilibrium systems (biochemical networks, cells, and developing
organisms). We ask the following fundamental questions: How much energy is needed to keep a
quiescent cell alive and out of equilibrium? What are the extra costs for transitioning to
proliferation and how are they distributed throughout the cell cycle and among cellular
subprocesses? Similarly, how is the embryonic development influenced by energetic metabolism
and thermodynamic limitations?
To answer these questions, we use isothermal calorimetry to quantitatively measure the flow of
energy between biological systemsand their surroundings in the form of heat. We combine these
measurements with fluorescent and quantitative phase microscopy, biochemical perturbations,
metabolome analysis and theoretical modelling. Here, we will share our recent advances of how
these approaches can be used to obtain a quantitative understanding about the energetic flows and
thermodynamic constraints in quiescent and growing biological systems. We will outline our
prospective directions for exploring these traits in cultured mammalian cells and developing
embryos.
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ISOTHERMAL MICROCALORIMETRY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ANTIMICROBIAL ORTHOPEDIC IMPLANTS AND DENTAL ALIGNERS

Olivier Braissant,1 Sarrah Worreth,1 Tino Töpper,2 Elise Dard,2 Philipp Gruner,3 Walter Moser,4 Harald
3
5
Holeczek, Michael de Wild, Monika Astasov-Frauenhoffer 1,6
1
Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Basel, Switzerland
2
Bottmedical AG, Technologiepark Basel, Switzerland
3
Medicoat AG, Switzerland
4
Atesos Medical AG, Switzerland
5
School of Life Sciences, University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland, Switzerland
6
Universitäres Zentrum für Zahnmedizin Basel, University of Basel, Switzerland
olivier.braissant@gmail.com
Biofilms are prone to grow on surfaces and as a consequence they can cause serious issues. Medical
devices and in particular implants are especially at risk as they are in contact with biological
material. The consequences for the patients of contaminated medical devices or implants can be
disastrous.
Therefore, medical device and implants manufacturers are trying to limit the contamination of such
material by making their surface antimicrobial. For orthopedic implants providing a source of
calcium allowing good osseointegration is of interest. Therefore, calcium hydroxide that is often
used in dentistry during root canal treatment has been investigated for its antimicrobial properties
on implants. A calcium hydroxide layer can be electrochemically deposited on implants thus
making their surface very alkaline and antimicrobial. Still, human bone cells can handle such high
pH under certain conditions [1]. As similar challenge, transparent dental aligners placed in the
mouth are prone to colonization by oral bacterial. To reduce the risk of caries formation or early
demineralization cellulose-based polymers can be loaded with natural antimicrobial agents. In this
context, essential oils (such as cinnamaldehyde and limonene) can be adsorbed on the material of
the aligner and later slowly released in the patient mouth [2].
In both cases it is rather difficult to investigate the antimicrobial properties of those material
because of their nature and specific applications. Only the surface of opaque materials can be
investigated by microscopy and porous materials poses problem in microbial recovery for plate
counts for example. In this context, this study show how isothermal microcalorimetry can be used
to assess antimicrobial properties of plastic and titanium coated with antimicrobials and
demonstrate that valuable results on growth dynamics and inhibition can be obtained.

[1] O. Braissant, P. Chavanne, M. de Wild, et al. Novel microcalorimetric assay for antibacterial activity of implant
coatings: The cases of silver‐doped hydroxyapatite and calcium hydroxide. Journal of Biomedical Materials Research
Part B: Applied Biomaterials, 1161-1167 (2015).
[2] S. Worreth, V. Bieger, N. Rohr, et al. Cinnamaldehyde as antimicrobial in cellulose-based dental appliances.
Journal of applied microbiology, 1018-1024 (2022).
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CONSERVED PATTERNS OF HEAT RELEASE FROM CULTURED
MICROORGANISMS REVEAL SIMPLE GROWTH-METABOLISM
RELATIONS

Karim Fahmy
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, Institute of Resource Ecology, Germany and
Technische Universität Dresden, Center for Molecular and Cellular Bioengineering, Germany
k.fahmy@hzdr.de
Quantitative analyses of cell replication address the connection between metabolism and growth.
Various growth models approximate time-dependent cell numbers in culture media equally well,
but physiological implications are vague. Isothermal microcalorimetry (IMC) measures with
unprecedented sensitivity the heat (enthalpy) release from chemical turnover in metabolizing cells.
Hence, the nutrient-dependence of metabolism can be studied independently of modelling the timedependence of cell numbers. Surprisingly, IMC traces exhibit conserved patterns when expressed in
the enthalpy-, rather than time-domain as exemplified for cultures of Lactococcus lactis
(prokaryote), Trypanosoma congolese (protozoan) and non-growing Brassica napus (plant) cells.
The data comply extraordinarily well with a dynamic adsorption-reaction model resembling a
Michaelis-Menten equation generalized here to non-constancy of catalytic capacity. The proposed
formalism reproduces the “life span” of cultured microorganisms from exponential growth to
metabolic decline with fundamental consequences for the derivation of toxicity measures and for
the transferability of metabolic activity data between laboratories.

Figure 1. Uranyl toxicity is specific to the metabolic state during culture growth of Lactococcus
lactis [1]. Traces were analyzed by „dynamic adsorption reaction thermogram simulation“ (dARTS) revealing that the heavy metal affects the second growth phase by lowering the apparent
substrate affinity , rather than the initial growth rate r in(in 10 -3h -1 ).

[1] Obeid, M.H. Oertel, J. Solioz, M. Fahmy, K. Mechanism of Attenuation of Uranyl Toxicity by Glu-tathione in
Lactococcus lactis. Appl Environ Microb 82, 3563-3571 (2016).
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BIOCALORIMETRY - AN EARLY WARNING TOOL FOR THE
DETECTION OF LEGIONELLA PNEUMOPHILA IN DRINKING WATER

1
2
3
4

Christian Fricke,1 T. Klee,2 S. Richter,2 K. Stahr,3 S. Paufler,4 H. Harms,4 T. Maskow 4
University of Koblenz-Landau, iES Landau, Institut of Environmental Sciences, Germany
Loetec Elektronische Fertigungssysteme GmbH, Germany
ÖHMI Analytik GmbH, Germany
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research – UFZ, Germany
christian.fricke@uni-landau.de

Access to safe and clean drinking water is essential to all individuals on earth. Mismanagement and
poor hygiene deteriorate the quality of drinking water. An immediate threat arises from pathogenic
microorganism that can cause fatal diseases [1]. To detect microbial contaminations in drinking
water, conventional microbiological analysis are performed based on visual inspection of culture
plates. This procedure is easy to use, provides simple measures of the contamination level and
allows follow-up analyses for further characterization. However, the procedure is time-consuming
and error-prone due to subjective decisions [2].
Isothermal microcalorimetry (IMC) is regarded as a promising diagnostic tool for fast and reliable
detection of bacterial contaminations in various matrices. Nevertheless, calorimetric detection of
pathogens in drinking water analysis has scarcely been studied to date [3]. We selected Legionella
pneumophila, a waterborne pathogen that frequently causes major outbreaks worldwide, as the
target microorganism for our calorimetric investigations.
In this study, we demonstrated the rapid detection of L. pneumophila on conventional medium
(BCYE agar) by IMC using two commercial (TAM III, MC-CAL / 100P) and a novel designed
microcalorimeter. The detection time varied between 24 and 48 h, depending on the contamination
level and the detection limit applied (conventional detection by plate counting takes up to 10 days)
[4]. In addition, we also investigated the growth of commonly accompanied pathogens such as E.
coli, E. faecalis and P. aeruginosa on selective (GVPC, BCYE-Ab) and non-selective (BCYE)
medium. Preliminary results are promising, as no heat flow signals were observed for E. faecalis
and P. aeruginosa on GVPC medium.
Our results show that a calorimetric approach includes all advantages of conventional Legionella
analysis and can overcome the decisive drawback of slow detection.

[1] U. Szewzyk, R. Szewzyk, W. Manz, K-H. Schleifer, Annu. Rev. Microbiol., 54, 81-127 (2020).
[2] FY. Ramírez-Castillo, A. Loera-Muro, M. Jacques, P. Garneau, et al., Pathogens, 4, 307-34 (2015).
[3] T. Maskow, K. Wolf, W. Kunze, S. Enders, H. Harms, Thermochim.Acta, 543, 273-280 (2012).
[4] C. Fricke, J. Xu, F-L. Jiang, Y. Liu, H. Harms, T. Maskow, Microb. Biotechnol., 13, 1262-72 (2020).
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DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY - A COMPLEMENTARY
APPROACH FOR BIOMEDICAL STUDIES

Nichola C. Garbett
Department of Medicine, University of Louisville, USA
nichola.garbett@louisville.edu

The traditional application of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for the characterization of
temperature-induced macromolecular transitions has been extended over the last ~15 years to
characterize complex biofluid samples as a potential technology for clinical diagnostics.This
presentation will discuss the use of DSC to provide a comprehensive assessment of the
thermostability of biofluid proteins. There is a growing body of research which has demonstrated
the utility of DSC in multiple disease settings with sensitivity to disease type, severity as well as
response to treatment. The majority of reported studies have focused on the analysis of blood
plasma, with others looking at urine, cerebrospinal fluid, and solid tumor samples. DSC is an
interesting complementary approach to biomarker and clinical diagnostic studies in interrogating a
different dimension of disease proteomics: characterizing the thermodynamic properties of high
abundance proteins and the impact of biomarker modifications and interactions within disease
proteomes.
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ADVANCES IN BIOFILM DETECTION AND MONITORING USING
CALORIMETRY, AND THE PUSH TOWARDS CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS
APPLICATIONS

Magnus Jansson
Symcel AB, Sweden
magnus.jansson@symcel.com
Antimicrobial resistance in biofilms is a growing problem during clinical care, and the study of
antimicrobial resistance requires realistic models which are difficult to monitor in vitro. Isothermal
microcalorimetry (ICM) has been used to study the complex microbial aggregates in biofilms and to
deliver new insights into the response of biofilms to antimicrobials, which could impact the
treatment of patients. Complex microbial communities can be built up and monitored in a realistic
environment by using ICM. Recently published work has shown that ICM traces provide a detailed
and unique fingerprint for microbial communities in a biofilm. This fingerprint can indicate how the
microbial community will respond to antibiotics.
Further work has demonstrated that ICM can be used to trace the evolution of antimicrobial
resistance and tolerance to antimicrobials in successive bacterial populations. With ICM as a tool
for monitoring the metabolic response to antimicrobials, it was possible to screen for compounds
that could reverse antimicrobial tolerance and treat biofilms in the clinic.
The possible case for using ICM as a tool for rapid In Vitro Diagnostic detection of biofilm-related
infections as a standardized technology will be presented.
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USING ISOTHERMAL MICROCALORIMETRY TO DETERMINE THE
STABILITY OF WHEY PROTEIN BARS

1
2

Jason D. Kenealey,1 Sam Redstone,2 Tiffany Flatman,1 Isabella McGowen 1
Department of Nutrition, Dietetics and Food Science, Brigham Young University, USA
TA instruments, USA
jason_kenealey@byu.edu
There is an increasing consumer demand for high protein product including whey protein bars. The
shelf life of protein bars is limited by a defect in which whey protein bars go hard and become
unpalatable by the consumer. Thus, when developing new formulations, it is critical to determine
how quickly the bar gets hard. Currently, the process of bar hardening is measured by incubating
formulations until hardening occurs which is often on the time scale of months. Isothermal
microcalorimetry has previously been used to determine if the stability of micronutrients,
pharmaceuticals, and batteries. In this study we are using microcalorimetry to measure whey protein
bar hardening. We have made protein bars that are mixtures of protein (hydrolyzed whey protein
isolate (HWPI), whey protein isolate (WPI)), lipid (vegetable shortening), and sugar (invert sugar,
sucrose solution). We made 3 component mixtures of all possible combinations of protein, lipid,
and sugar; and we made 2-component mixtures of each of the ingredients. Triplicates of each
mixture at approximately 1-gram samples were sealed in ampules in the presence and absence of
0
oxygen were placed in the TAM IV (TA instruments) microcalorimeter at 50 C. The samples were
then monitored for 3-12 days to determine both fast and slow reactions that occur in the samples.
These samples demonstrated that there were at least two reactions that were occurring, one fast
reaction and a slow reaction the reaction was still present at day 12. Each reaction occurred when
the protein and sugar where present, but not in the absence. We therefore conclude that the reactions
that limit protein bar stability occur between the protein and sugar.
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ISOTHERMAL TITRATION CALORIMTERY FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
THE KINETICS AND COMPLETNESS OF ENZYMATIC POLYETHYLENE
TEREPHTHALATE (PET) NANOPLASTIC DEGRADATION

Thomas Maskow,1 Kristina Vogel,1,2 Hassan Al-Fathi,1 Hans Fritsche,1 Christian Ortmann,3 Daniel
Breite,4 Irina Estrela-Lopis,5 Tom Venus,5 Uwe Bornscheuer,6 Ren Wei 6
1
Department of Environmental Microbiology, Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research – UFZ,
Germany
2
Institute for Drug Discovery, Leipzig University, Germany
3
TA Instruments, Germany
4
Leibniz Institute of Surface Engineering (IOM), Germany
5
Institute for Medical Physics and Biophysics, Leipzig University, Germany
6
Biotechnologie & Enzymkatalyse, Institut für Biochemie, Universität Greifswald, Germany
thomas.maskow@ufz.de
As a result of the increasing global production of plastics, which has reached 359 million metric
tons p.a. excluding synthetic fibers in 2018, efficient waste disposal measures are urgently needed
for the sustainable treatment of the equivalent amount of plastic waste. In 2015 only 9% of the
plastic waste was recycled worldwide. A tremendous amount of improperly or untreated plastic
waste, hence, enters and accumulates persistently in the natural environment including the oceans
where larger plastic debris are fragmented into small particles called microplastics (<5 mm) and
nanoplastics (NP, <100 nm). In comparison with their larger counterparts, NP are of higher concern
due to their high permeation ability into human and animal tissues.
In case of nanoplastics from polyethylene terephthalate (PET-NP), enzymes [1], microorganisms
(e.g. Ideonella sakaiensis) [2] or microbial communities able to hydrolyse PET are recently
reported. In order to estimate the residence time of PET-NP in ecosystems or the hydrolysis for
monomer recovery at technical scale, the depolymerization rate and the degree of final
depolymerization as a function of environmental conditions should be known. Numerous different
analytical techniques have been developed to answer these questions, but they can often only
answer partial aspects, because the degradation products are very heterogeneous and the
degradation takes place at the interface between the plastic particles and the aquous environment.
Calorimetry, however, in combination with appropriate thermokinetic models, quantifies in real
time, unlike conventional methods, the rate of ester cleavage and the binding of enzymes to PETNP, providing a holistic description of the process [3]. This thesis was tested using the recombinant
cutinase TfCut2 from Thermobifida fusca KW3 and a not yet characterized depolymerase as
examples. The thermokinetic model explains the observed heat production rates and provides
plausible kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. Example parameters for TfCut2 are the enthalpy
of the ester cleavage of – 58±1.9 kJ mol-1, the enthalpy of the enzyme adsorption on the PET-NP
surface of 129±2 kJ mol-1, the apparent equilibrium constant of the enzyme substrate complex of
0.046±0.015 g L−1 and the degree of degradation between 10 and 16 %. The enzymatic cleavage is
inhibited by the hydrolysis products. It could be determined that the heat production of PET NP
degradation depends to 95% on the reaction heat and only to 5% on the adsorption heat. The results
of the ITC experiments were confirmed by nanoparticle tracking analysis, XRD, SEM and FTIR.
[1] V. Tournier, C.M. Topham, A. Gilles et al., An engineered PET depolymerase to break down and recycle plastic
bottles, Nature, 580 (2020) 216-219.
[2] S. Yoshida, K. Hiraga, T. Takehana, et al. A bacterium that degrades and assimilates poly(ethylene terephthalate),
Science, 351 (2016) 1196-1199.
[3] K. Vogel, R. Wei, L. Pfaff, et al. Enzymatic degradation of polyethylene terephthalate nanoplastics analyzed in real
time by isothermal titration calorimetry, Science of the Total Environment, 773 (2021) 145111.
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ISOTHERMAL TITRAION CALORIMETRY FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF INTRINSIC ENTHALPIES OF PROTEIN-LIGAND BINDING
1

1

1

1

1

Asta Zubrienė, Lina Baranauskienė, Vaida Paketurytė-Latvė , Joana Smirnovienė, Vytautas
Petrauskas1and Daumantas Matulis 1
Department of Biothermodynamics and Drug Design, Institute of Biotechnology, Life Sciences
Center, Vilnius University, Lithuania
daumantas.matulis@bti.vu.lt
Protein-ligand binding reactions are almost always accompanied by linked protonationdeprotonation reactions that occur simultaneously with the binding reactions. For example, when
resorcinol-bearing compounds bind Hsp90, the hydroxyl group must protonate upon binding, while
it may be deprotonated in solution depending on the pH. Such binding-linked reactions consume
energy and diminish the observed binding constant. If not taking this effect into account, medicinal
chemists may be mislead and assign the affinity to incorrect molecular features. Therefore, it is
important to calculate the intrinsic thermodynamics that would account for the linked reactions.
We have designed over 1100 selective inhibitors of human carbonic anhydrase protein family and
study their structure – thermodynamics correlations to better understand the protein-ligand binding
recognition. The proteins are highly homologous and the compounds bear a sulfonamide group that
makes them bind via a similar mechanism. This enabled us to study the effect of small chemical
0
structural changes in the ligand on the intrinsic thermodynamics, primarily the change in the
intrinsic enthalpy of binding. Determination of such parameters helped in the design of extremelyhigh affinity ligands that exceed 1 pM intrinsic affinity.

[1] Baranauskiene, L., T.-C. Kuo, W.-Y. Chen, and D. Matulis. 2019. Isothermal titration calorimetry for
characterization of recombinant proteins. Current Opinion in Biotechnology. 55:9–15.
[2] Paketurytė, V., A. Zubrienė, J.E. Ladbury, and D. Matulis. 2019. Intrinsic Thermodynamics of Protein-Ligand
Binding by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry as Aid to Drug Design. In: Ennifar E, editor. Microcalorimetry of
Biological Molecules. New York, NY: Springer New York. pp. 61–74.
[3] Linkuvienė, V., A. Zubrienė, E. Manakova, V. Petrauskas, L. Baranauskienė, A. Zakšauskas, A. Smirnov, S.
Gražulis, J.E. Ladbury, and D. Matulis. 2018. Thermodynamic, kinetic, and structural parameterization of human
carbonic anhydrase interactions toward enhanced inhibitor design. Q. Rev. Biophys. 51:1–48.
[4] Paketurytė, V., A. Zubrienė, W.-Y. Chen, S. Keller, M. Bastos, M.J. Todd, J.E. Ladbury, and D. Matulis. 2019.
Inhibitor Binding to Carbonic Anhydrases by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. In: Matulis D, editor. Carbonic
Anhydrase as Drug Target: Thermodynamics and Structure of Inhibitor Binding. Cham: Springer International
Publishing. pp. 79–95.
[5] Paketurytė, V., V. Linkuvienė, G. Krainer, W.-Y. Chen, and D. Matulis. 2019. Repeatability, precision, and
accuracy of the enthalpies and Gibbs energies of a protein–ligand binding reaction measured by isothermal titration
calorimetry. European Biophysics Journal. 48:139–152.
[6] Paketurytė, V., V. Petrauskas, A. Zubrienė, O. Abian, M. Bastos, W.-Y. Chen, M.J. Moreno, G. Krainer, V.
Linkuvienė, A. Sedivy, A. Velazquez-Campoy, M.A. Williams, and D. Matulis. 2021. Uncertainty in protein–ligand
binding constants: asymmetric confidence intervals versus standard errors. Eur Biophys J. 50:661–670.
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A CALORIMETRIC STUDY OF INTERACTIONS IN THE SYSTEMS OF
CHARGED SURFACTANTS AND IONIC POLY(AMINO ACID)S

Gediminas Skvarnavičius,1 Povilas Norvaišas,1 Danielius Dvareckas,1 Eglė Maximowitsch,1
1
1
Daumantas Matulis, Vytautas Petrauskas
1
Department of Biothermodynamics and Drug Design, Institute of Biotechnology, Life Sciences
Center, Vilnius University, Lithuania
vytautas.petrauskas@bti.vu.lt
The complex nature of proteins makes it difficult to interpret the intermolecular interactions and
dissect the overall interaction energy into electrostatic and hydrophobic contributions. Thus, it is
essential to understand these interactions in the systems of interacting surfactants and poly(amino
acid)s [1-3]. These systems resemble some properties of protein-small molecule interactions and are
simpler than the real protein and ligand systems. In this work, we used isothermal titration
calorimetry to determine the average standard values of thermodynamic parameters (the Gibbs
energy, enthalpy, entropy, and the heat capacity) of interaction in various systems of charged amino
acid homopolymers (polyarginine, polylysine, polyornithine, polyaspartic and polyglutamic acids)
and both positively and negatively charged linear surfactants (Figure 1). The determined
electrostatic and hydrophobic contributions to the standard thermodynamic parameters are
important in the computational models of interacting proteins and small molecules.

Figure 1. The systems of charged surfactants and ionic poly(amino acid)s used in this study.

[1] G. Skvarnavičius, D. Dvareckas, D. Matulis, V. Petrauskas. Thermodynamics of Interactions Between Charged
Surfactants and Ionic Poly(Amino Acids) by Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. ACS Omega 4, 17527–17535 (2019).
[2] V. Petrauskas, E. Maximowitsch, D. Matulis. Thermodynamics of Ion Pair Formations Between Charged
Poly(Amino Acid)s. J. Phys. Chem. B 119, 12164–12171 (2015).
[3] P. Norvaišas, V. Petrauskas, D. Matulis, D. Thermodynamics of Cationic and Anionic Surfactant Interaction. J.
Phys. Chem. B 116, 2138–2144 (2012).
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DIFFERENCES IN INFECTIVITY AND PATHOGENICITY BETWEEN
DELTA AND OMICRON STRAINS OF SARS-COV-2 CAN BE EXPLAINED
BY GIBBS ENERGIES OF BINDING AND GROWTH
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During the COVID-19 pandemic, biothermodynamics has given its contribution to characterization
of viruses and research on energetics of processes performed by viruses [1-4]. Thermodynamic
properties represent the driving force for processes performed by viruses and hence are an important
element in predictive mechanistic models of virus-host interactions [2,3]. In this research, empirical
formulas have been reported of the Delta and Omicron strains of SARS-CoV-2. The empirical
formula of the Delta strain virion was found to be CH 1.6383 O 0.2844 N 0.2294 P 0.0064 S 0.0042 . The empirical
formula of the Omicron strain virion was found to be CH 1.6404 O 0.2842 N 0.2299 P 0.0064 S 0.0038 . Based on the
empirical formulas, standard thermodynamic properties of formation and growth have been
calculated and reported for the Delta and Omicron strains. Moreover, standard thermodynamic
properties of binding have been reported for Wild type (Hu-1), Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and
Omicron strains. For all the strains, binding phenomenological coefficients and antigen-receptor
(SGP-ACE2) binding rates have been determined and compared, which are proportional to
infectivity. The results show that infectivity of the Omicron strain is 50% greater than that of the
Delta strain. The increased infectivity was explained in this paper using Gibbs energy of binding.
However, no indications exist for decreased pathogenicity of the Omicron strain. Pathogenicity is
proportional to the virus multiplication rate, while Gibbs energies of multiplication are very similar
for the Delta and Omicron strains. Thus, multiplication rate and pathogenicity are similar for the
Delta and Omicron strains. The lower number of severe cases caused by the Omicron strain can be
explained by increased number of immunized people. Immunization does not influence the
possibility of occurrence of infection, but influences the rate of immune response, which is much
more efficient in immunized people. This leads to prevention of more severe Omicron infection
cases.

Figure 1. Binding rates of SARS-CoV-2 strains as a function of time.
[1] M. Popovic, M. Popovic, Strain Wars: Competitive interactions between SARS-CoV-2 strains are explained by
Gibbs energy of antigen-receptor binding, Microbial Risk Analysis (2022) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mran.2022.100202
[2] P. Gale, Using thermodynamic equilibrium models to predict the effect of antiviral agents on infectivity: Theoretical
application to SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses, Micr. Risk An. (2021)https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mran.2021.100198
[3] M. Popovic, M. Minceva, Thermodynamic insight into viral infections 2: empirical formulas, molecular
compositions and thermodynamic properties of SARS, MERS and SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) viruses, Heliyon 6,
E04943, (2020).
[4] B. Şimşek, M. Özilgen, F. Ş. Utku, How much energy is stored in SARS‐CoV‐2 and its structural elements?, Energy
Storage e298 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1002/est2.298
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WHAT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEAT GENERATION BY LIVING
ORGANISMS, BY HEAT ENGINES AND BY THE HUMAN BRAIN?

A stroll through the concepts of entropy, driving forces and irreversibility in technical and living systems
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The International Society of Biological Calorimetry studies one of the most general and typical
features of all living things: the continuous generation of heat. One often hears that this is a telltale
characteristic of life: People distinguish sometimes “the cold inanimate world as opposed to the
warmth of life”. Yet heat is also produced by many other systems such as heat engines. It is
generally accepted that entropy is part of the fundamental reason of this phenomenon in both
systems, and that entropy has to do with the lack of order and structure of a system. Therefore,
entropy also is a pertinent state function in describing growth of living organisms, which gives rise
to highly organized forms of matter. But what is the exact relationship between the organization of
living matter and the heat produced in heat engines? How can a state function defined by dS =
dQ rev /T characterize the absence or presence of order in living matter? Why is growth such a
vigorously spontaneous and irreversible process when the increase of entropy, i.e. of disorder, is
the ultimate driving force for all spontaneous processes?
The proposed contribution is an attempt to put such questions into perspective and in relation to
each other. We will start with the historical experiences with heat engines that led to the definition
of the concept of entropy [1]. A simple entropy balance reveals clearly why even reversibly
operating heat engines cannot transform all the energy transferred to them into useful work. An
extension to living organisms shows that the heat generated by them serves in fact the same
purpose as the heat “wasted” by heat engines: namely to export excess entropy. In both real,
irreversibly operating heat engines and growing organisms most of the entropy that must be
evacuated stems from its production by irreversible processes. This production is needed in order to
compensate the reduction of entropy resulting from, respectively, the production of useful work
from heat and organizing matter in growth. It is inexact to say that in growing organisms this heat
is wasted, because entropy generation is also the driving force for growth. In contrast to heat
engines, growing microbial cells may perform the exportation of this entropy not only in the form
of heat but also by excreting small high-entropy molecules. There are chemotrophic strains that
export so much entropy by the evacuation of small molecules that they do not need to generate any
heat, but can even take it up and thus grow endothermically. As part of several speculative
questions, we will finally also explore the possible role of heat generation in the human brain in
creating the impression of an “arrow of time”.

[1] Assael, M.J., Maitland, G.C., Maskow, T., v. Stockar, U., Wakeham, W.A., ., Will, S., 2022. “Commonly Asked
Questions in Thermodynamics”, Taylor & Francis Group, in press.
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Rational drug design focuses on the inventive process of finding new medicaments. This process
requires a good understanding of how the protein target and inhibitor interact. One way to identify
the mechanisms of interactions between biomolecules is to study their thermodynamic properties.
This type of analysis provides insight into the driving forces driving the binding of molecules or the
determination of the binding constants of these molecules [1]. In addition, a complete
thermodynamic profile (free energy, enthalpy, entropy) can be obtained, which contributes to a
better understanding of molecular bonding [2].
This study determined the thermodynamic profile of human carbonic anhydrase II and
acetazolamide interaction. Carbonic anhydrases (CA) are proteins of the lyase family that catalyse
the reversible reaction of carbon dioxide hydration to a bicarbonate ion and a proton in vivo [3].
There are twelve catalytically active α-CA isoforms in humans. Some of them are associated with
human diseases such as glaucoma, oedema, epilepsy, and cancer. CA is a good model protein for
biophysical studies, particularly for the study of protein-ligand interactions. CA is a wellcharacterised protein whose mechanism of inhibition by ligands binding to the zinc ion is simple
and well described. The CA protein is stable, easy to purify and cheap to obtain. As an enzyme, CA
is involved not only as an anhydrase/hydratase but also as an esterase, the catalysed reaction of
which is easy to study experimentally. The α-CA isoforms are highly homologous, and their active
centre is structurally conserved. The homology suggests that the findings of one carbonic anhydrase
study may be valid for other isoforms of the α class [4].
This study focuses on intrinsic thermodynamic parameters of CA II – acetazolamide interaction. We
used two biophysical methods: isothermal titration calorimetry and fluorescence thermal shift assay
and analysed this reaction by performing experiments at various pH, buffers and temperatures. We
calculated the intrinsic binding parameters (K d, ΔH, ΔCp) based on the dependence of observed
binding parameters on reaction conditions.

[1] Chaires, J. B. (2008). Calorimetry and Thermodynamics in Drug Design. Annual Review of Biophysics, 37(1), 135–
151. https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev.biophys.36.040306.132812
[2] Baranauskienė, L., & Matulis, D. (2012). Intrinsic thermodynamics of ethoxzolamide inhibitor binding to human
carbonic anhydrase XIII. BMC Biophysics, 5(1), 12. https://doi.org/10.1186/2046-1682-5-12
[3] C. L. Lomelino, J. T. Andring, and R. McKenna, ‘Crystallography and Its Impact on Carbonic Anhydrase Research’,
International Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, vol. 2018, pp. 1–21, Sep. 2018, doi: 10.1155/2018/9419521.
[4] V. M. Krishnamurthy et al., ‘Carbonic Anhydrase as a Model for Biophysical and Physical-Organic Studies of
Proteins and Protein−Ligand Binding’, Chem. Rev., vol. 108, no. 3, pp. 946–1051, Mar. 2008, doi: 10.1021/cr050262p.
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Wood decaying fungi („rot fungi“) are a diverse group of fungi that have the ability to degrade
cellulose and (in some cases) lignin. They are the main decomposers of wood and other plant
material in nature and they are also a significant problem in wood constructions. To increase the
understanding of how such fungi colonize and degrade wood, we have developed a method based
on isothermal calorimetry to study this1. Calorimetry is in many respects a perfect method for such
laboratory studies as it has a high sensitivity, and makes it possible to do long-term continuous
measurements. The measured thermal power also has a strong connection to the fungal activity
(metabolism, respiration).
I will present the method and the latest results. Possibly the most interesting result is that nearly all
measurements show oscillating thermal powers with a period of about 1 day. Whether this has a
circadian origin is not known, but it has in several studies been shown that fungi have such rhythms.
A central problem with fungal decay in buildings is that of what moisture content that is needed.
This is not well known, and widely differing values are given in the literature. The present method
may be able to shed some light on this problem, even if it is not trivial to control the level of
humidity during a long term experiment; for example because the fungal metabolism produces
water.

[1] L. Wadsö, S. Johansson, S. Bardage. Monitoring of fungal colonization of wood materials using isothermal
calorimetry, Int. Biodeterioration Biodegradation, 120: 43-51 (2017).
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Urinary tract infections are commonly encountered and their treatment mostly rely on antibiotics.
However, there are several alternatives such as bacteriophages. Those viruses are specific to their
host bacteria and do cannot infect human cells therefore they could be used to decrease the
inappropriate use of antimicrobials and limit the appearance of resistant bacterial strains. Although
they are only seldomly used in occidental countries there are many commercial products existing in
Eastern Europe (mostly Georgia and Russia). However, to treat a patient, one need to be able top
rapidly decipher which product might be appropriate. In this context isothermal microcalorimetry
can provide a rapid and sensitive assessment of bacterial lysis when the workload required to
perform bacterial and phage counts would be much higher. Indeed, plaque assays (the current gold
standard) requires making double layer agar and incubate for at least 18 hours before being able to
observe lysis area. Isothermal microcalorimetry on the contrary only require to mix the phages
products with a sample containing growing bacteria. Such sample could come from a culture or
directly from human urine collected from a patient.
In this study the use of calorimetry was investigated to rapidly determine if a phage cocktail could
be effective against 2 commonly encountered pathogens and if decrease in bacterial metabolism
indicating lysis could be observed in the thermogram. Although there are many studies performed
using phages in rich conventional microbiological media, we focused on the use of sterilized human
urine and artificial urine where no data could be found. In those bacterial growth is usually slower
and phages might behave slightly differently. Monitoring the heatflow as proxy for the metabolic
activity of 2 pathogens exposed to a commercial phage cocktail, we could see that both E.coli and
P.mirabilis were strongly inhibited within 5 to 8 hours. Still, full inhibition was not reached as some
regrowth was observed for E.coli in artificial urine. In addition, we also showed that combination of
the product tested and conventional trimethoprim / sulfamethoxazole treatment at 50% MIC
(minimum inhibitory concentration) was also effective thus emphasizing that the use of
antimicrobial could be reduced.
Overall isothermal microcalorimetry proved to be a valuable asset when measuring the efficacy of
phage cocktails against commonly encountered uropathogens. Still, there is a strong need to test
more pathogens and improve the current test routine until this approach can be implemented in a
clinical setting.
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Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a highly sensitive technique used to study the
thermodynamic properties of macromolecules with a rich history in the life sciences. Recently, the
clinical application of DSC has been validated by multiple research groups across many diverse
diseases [1-15]. Published research over the last 15 years have shown that DSC yields reproducible
results for healthy patients and is sensitive to proteomic changes associated with disease due to
detectable differences in the thermodynamic properties of biofluid proteins. Despite many years of
promising results, the translation of DSC into a clinical technology requires the development and
rigorous assessment of all aspects of the DSC measurement. This presentation describes the major
factors associated with clinical DSC measurements, including assessing the impact of differences in
biospecimen collection protocol, sample storage, sample preparation and parameters of DSC data
collection, as well as potential biases in data post-processing and applied data analysis approaches.

[1] A. A. Chagovetz, C. Quinn, N. Damarse et al., Differential scanning calorimetry of gliomas: a new tool in brain
cancer diagnostics?, Neurosurgery vol. 73 no. 2, 289-295 (2013).
[2] N. C. Garbett, G. N. Brock, J. B. Chaires et al., Characterization and Classification of Lupus Patients Based on
Plasma Thermograms, PLOS ONE vol. 12 no. 11, e0186398 (2017).
[3] N. C. Garbett, M. L. Merchant, C. W. Helm et al., Detection of Cervical Cancer Biomarker Patterns in Blood Plasma
and Urine by Differential Scanning Calorimetry and Mass Spectrometry, PLOS ONE vol. 9, e8471 (2014).
[4] S. Hermoso-Durán, G. García-Rayado, L. Ceballos-Laita et al., Thermal Liquid Biopsy (TLB) Focused on Benign
and Premalignant Pancreatic Cyst Diagnosis, Journal of Personalized Medicine vol. 11, 25 (2021).
[5] K. Kedra-Krolik, I. Chmielewska, A. Michnik et al., Blood Serum Calorimetry Indicates the Chemotherapeutic
Efficacy in Lung Cancer Treatment, Scientific Reports vol. 7 no. 1, 16796 (2017).
[6] N. A. Kim, J. H. Jin, K. H. Kim et al., Investigation of early and advanced stages in ovarian cancer using human
plasma by differential scanning calorimetry and mass spectrometry, Archives of Pharmacal Research vol. 39 no. 5, 668676 (2016).
[7] S. Krumova, B. Rukova, S. Todinova et al., Calorimetric monitoring of the serum proteome in schizophrenia
patients, Thermochimica Acta vol. 572, 59-64 (2013).
[8] M. Mehdi, T. Fekecs, I. Zapf et al., Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis of human plasma in different
psoriasis stages, Journal of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry vol. 111 no. 3, 1801-1804 (2013).
[9] A. Michnik, E. Sadowska-Krepa, J. Cholewa et al., Differential scanning calorimetry study of early and advanced
stages in Parkinson's disease using human blood serum, Thermochimica Acta vol. 662, 64-68 (2018).
[10] B. Tenchov, R. Koynova, B. Antonova et al., Blood plasma thermal behavior and protein oxidation as indicators of
multiple sclerosis clinical status and plasma exchange therapy progression, Thermochimica Acta vol. 671, 193-199
(2019).
[11] S. Todinova, S. Krumova, A. Danailova et al., Calorimetric markers for monitoring of multiple myeloma and
Waldenstrom's macroglobulinemia patients, European Biophysics Journal vol. 47 no. 5, 549-559 (2018).
[12] S. Todinova, S. Krumova, P. Kurtev et al., Calorimetry-based profiling of blood plasma from colorectal cancer
patients, Biochimica et Biophysica Acta vol. 1820 no. 12, 1879-1885 (2012).
[13] S. Vega, M. A. Garcia-Gonzalez, A. Lanas et al., Deconvolution Analysis for Classifying Gastric Adenocarcinoma
Patients Based on Differential Scanning Calorimetry Serum Thermograms, Scientific Reports vol. 5, 7988 (2015).
[14] A. Velazquez-Campoy, S. Vega, O. Sanchez-Gracia et al., Thermal liquid biopsy for monitoring melanoma
patients under surveillance during treatment: A pilot study, Biochimica et Biophysica Acta vol. 1862, 1701-1710 (2018).
[15] I. Zapf, M. Moezzi, T. Fekecs et al., Influence of oxidative injury and monitoring of blood plasma by DSC on
breast cancer patients, Journal of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry vol. 123 no. 3, 2029-2035 (2016).
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Differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF) (also known as thermal shift assay) is a widely applicable
method for determining protein stability in various conditions and protein-ligand binding affinities.
DSF experiments have been performed for almost two decades. However, protein-ligand binding
affinities were rarely determined due to the required nonlinear regression analysis of complex
thermodynamic equations. DSF can also be used for simple protein stability screening experiments,
such as determining the best storage buffer for a protein.
Our developed online tool – Thermott – is capable of performing such analyses (fig. 1) and is easily
accessible as a web application [1]. With the help of this tool, we believe that DSF might become a
much more widely used technique in the field.

Figure 1. Graphical abstract. Adapted from [1].

[1] M. Gedgaudas, D. Baronas, E. Kazlauskas, V. Petrauskas, D. Matulis, “Thermott: A comprehensive online tool for
protein–ligand binding constant determination”, Drug Discovery Today, 2022.
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The determination of equilibrium binding constants, Kb, or the equivalent dissociation constants,
K d =1/K b , and the corresponding Gibbs energy changes (ΔG b =-RTlnK b ) between chemical
compounds and target proteins in vitro is important for the understanding of biological interaction
mechanisms. Uncertainty of the data is crucial for decision-making in many scientific fields. The
K b, Kd and ΔGb are commonly assumed to follow a symmetric normal, Gaussian, distribution, and
are often reported as experimental value plus/minus standard deviation. However, to varied degrees,
the distributions of these values are all asymmetric. We have illustrated the effect of asymmetric
distributions with a simulation approach [1], but it can be applied to any experimental technique.
The Gibbs energy change and binding or dissociation constants cannot both follow a normal
distribution. We propose that a more appropriate way of expressing the uncertainties of Kb , K d , and
ΔG b is to consistently report 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs). The CIs associated with the
asymmetric F statistics are easier to apply when converting between different expressions for the
affinity and better reflect the real uncertainties in the data. [2] The concepts presented for
determining the precise uncertainties are applicable to any technique used to determine binding
affinities or other equilibrium-related quantities.

[1] V. Paketurytė, V. Petrauskas, A. Zubrienė et al., Uncertainty in Protein–Ligand Binding Constants: Asymmetric
Confidence Intervals versus Standard Errors, Eur. Biophys. J. 50, 661–670 (2021).
[2] G. Kemmer, S. Keller, Nonlinear Least-Squares Data Fitting in Excel Spreadsheets, Nat. Protoc. 5 (2), 267–281
(2010).
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Soil is an important key element of the global earth system. It contains unique biotopes and
biocenosis governing the flux of matter and energy from the photoautotrophic primary production
to final mineralization. These fluxes are largely influenced by the microbial soil community, that
converts the soil organic carbon (OC) into CO 2 through catabolic reactions (exothermic) and
incorporates the carbon (C) in the biomass through anabolic reactions (endothermic). Recently,
systems understanding of soil function is rather poor due to fragmented knowledge about the
determinants of microbe-driven processes of soil organic matter (SOM). The situation is aggravated
by the fact that the boundary conditions are constantly changing due to for instance climate change.
As part of a priority program funded by the DFG (German Research Council;
https://soilsystems.net/), an attempt is now being made to develop a new understanding of complex
soil systems by taking a holistic view of soil systems, in particular using the predictive power of
thermodynamics. A prerequisite for this is the reliable measurement or calculation of
thermodynamic state variables from soil analysis such as enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs energy of the
total soil reaction progress. The reaction enthalpy was measured calorimetrically using three
different calorimeters (TAM Air, TAM III and MC-Cal 100P), spiking soil samples with glucose as
an example substrate. The calorimetric data were applied to calculate the energy usage efficiency
(EUE). The combination of calorimetry and respirometry (using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) as a
CO2 trap or gas chromatography for the quantitative analysis of the CO 2 ) providing the
calorespirometric ratio (CR) was applied to estimate the carbon use efficiency (CUE) following the
theory of Hansen and its further developments [1-3]. Here we show the first results on the
reproducibility of the CR measurements and its interpretability related to EUE and CUE. We derive
statements on the suitability of the different calorimeter types for soil experiments, on expected
error ranges for the resulting thermodynamic state variables.

[1] L.D. Hansen et al., Use of calorespirometric ratios, heat per CO2 and heat per O2, to quantify metabolic paths and
energetics of growing cells, Thermochim Acta 422(1-2), p. 55-61 (2004)
[2] A. Chakrawal et al., Quantifying microbial metabolism in soils using calorespirometry — A bioenergetics
perspective, Soil Biology and Biochemistry 148 (2020)
[3] N. Barros, Thermodynamics of soil microbial metabolism: applications and functions, Applied Sciences 1, p. 49621
(2021)
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The actin is the essential unit protein of cytoskeleton and muscle sarcomeres. The continuous
management of filaments is the key machinery of eukaryotic cytoskeletal plasticity which based on
the different complexes with divalent cations (Ca2+or Mg2+) and nucleotides (ATP, ADP). Any
structural modification of nucleotide binding sites in G actin can bind ATP or ADP under different
cation conditions and can initialize the remodeling of the cleft and change the stiffness of two main
domains. We carried out DSC scans to investigate the direct effect of cyclophosphamide (CP) on
the structural thermodynamics of actin. It has been demonstrated that run of DSC curves, melting
temperatures (Tms ) together with the calorimetric enthalpy change (ΔH cal) exhibit clear CP effect. In
case of Ca2+G-actin it is manifested in a well separated second high denaturing temperature as a
consequence of CP binding into the cleft. This way the nucleotide binding cleft with subdomain 1
and 3 seems less flexible, indicating clear sensitivity to CP treatment. In F-actin samples the main
peak represents the thermal denaturation of subdomain 1 and 3, and the increased calorimetric
enthalpy administrating Ca 2+as well as CP refers to a more rigid structure. These alterations can be
the molecular background in the malfunction of muscle in case of polyneuropathy after CP
treatment. The other interesting point of our study is the evolutionary importance of physical links
between domains to understand the multi domain development of protein functions. We have
analysed the thermal stability modifier act of inter domain links in proteins, monitored by DSC,
with the concept of that how did the nucleotide binding cleft between the two main domains of actin
affect the activation energy of domains if it was blocked by CP binding. We have investigated the
importance of inter domain linkers on the thermodynamic properties of actin. Ca 2+and Mg 2+ bound
G-actin can be stabilized by CP binding or by polymerization. CP treatment of Ca2+ F-actin lacks the
structural integrity of a more flexible polymer and shows same stability as CP bound monomers.
However, Mg2+ F-actin did not show any kinetic response to the CP treatment. We can assume that
the CP binding blocks the inter domain linkers of actin which originally reduced the stability of
domains thus resulted a more reactive and variable structure with the thermodynamic advantage in
the development of multi domain proteins. Of interest, even a single dose of CP modifies the whole
structural dynamics of each subdomain in actin monomers.
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Systems biology attempts to describe quantitatively life processes. The second law of
thermodynamics is applied in this regard to reduce the solution space given by the genomic and
proteomic potential and thus to make predictions more reliable. Unfortunately, the influence of
intracellular conditions (e.g. pH, ionic strength and macromolecular crowding) on thermodynamic
state variables and on kinetic models has usually been neglected in these approaches. Instead,
standard conditions were chosen for investigation. However, in the last years it has been shown that
cellular conditions (especially crowding [1-3]) have a considerable influence on the kinetics and
thermodynamics of metabolic reactions and reaction sequences. The volume of cells is occupied by
a wide variety of macromolecules for instance 300 – 400 g L-1in E. coli or up to 40 % of the cell
volume.
In our work we focused on reactions of glycolysis. Reaction enthalpies were determined by direct
(titration calorimetry) and indirect (van 't Hoff) methods. We found out that pH and crowding
(simulated with PEG 20,000) have the greatest influence on the reaction enthalpy. Furthermore, we
could show that identical reaction enthalpies are obtained with both methods if identical measuring
conditions are chosen. In addition, kinetic parameters of the reactions mimicking cytosolic
conditions were determined and their influence evaluated. A new thermokinetic approach based on
irreversible thermodynamics was used for the investigation of reversible reactions, to overcome the
weaknesses of the conventional Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Our results show that the biggest
influence originates from the crowding effect that dramatically slows the reaction due to the size
exclusion effect, while all other parameters also have an impact [4, 5].

[1] Olsen, S.N., Applications of isothermal titration calorimetry to measure enzyme kinetics and activity in complex
solutions. Thermochimica Acta, 448(1): 12-18 (2006)
[2] Balcells, C., et al., Macromolecular crowding effect upon in vitro enzyme kinetics: mixed activation-diffusion
control of the oxidation of NADH by pyruvate catalyzed by lactate dehydrogenase. J Phys Chem B, 2014. 118(15): p.
4062-8.
[3] Maximova, K., J. Wojtczak, J. Trylska, Enzyme kinetics in crowded solutions from isothermal titration calorimetry.
Analytical Biochemistry, 567: 96-105 (2019)
[4] Vogel, K., Greinert, T., Reichard, M. et al., Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Glycolytic Reactions. Part I: Kinetic
Modeling Based on Irreversible Thermodynamics and Validation by Calorimetry. International Journal of Molecular
Sciences, 21: 8341 (2020)
[5] Vogel, K., Greinert, T., Reichard, M. et al., Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Glycolytic Reactions. Part II:
Influence of Cytosolic Conditions on Thermodynamic State Variables and Kinetic Parameters. International Journal of
Molecular Sciences, 21: 7921 (2020)
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It is estimated that over 19 million new cancer cases emerged in 2020. Cancer cells exhibit altered
glucose metabolic pathways, a phenomenon known as the Warburg effect. The Warburg effect
confers cancer cells with drug resistance, making it a desirable target of cancer treatment.
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measures the heat absorbed or released during a reaction.Cell
metabolism is a series of exothermic reactions that can be measured using ITC. Jurkat cells, a
leukemia cell line, and PC-3 cells, a prostate cancer cell line, were suspended in the ITC to
determine ideal cellular concentration ranges for accurate heat output measurement. Next, the cell
lines were individually treated with the pro-apoptotic drug, staurosporine. Heat output was
measured in the ITC 24, 48, or 72 hours after drug treatment and compared to the heat output of live
cells. Cells were also injected with staurosporine to confirm that the ITC can accurately detect a
change in heat while cell death occurs, and therefore be used as a real-time method for assessing
cell viability. The ITC can be accurately used in whole cancer cell heat analysis and may be
employed in research of drugs that target the Warburg effect.
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Biotechnology and life sciences have benefited significantly from biothermodynamics, which
contributed to fields ranging from bioreactor design and monitoring [1,2], through quantitative
approach to virus-host interactions [3,4], to explaining fundamental properties of life [5]. Thus,
thermodynamic properties have been published for some microorganism species [6,7]. However,
many more species remain uncharacterized.
Here we report determination of thermodynamic properties of 5 microorganism species, using
experimental and computational methods. The experimental methods involve low-temperature
calorimetry. The experiments were performed on 5 microorganism species using a PPMS (Quantum
Design), from 2 to 300 K. The results were divided and analyzed in three regions: low temperature,
mid-temperature and high temperature. In the low temperature region, heat capacity of
microorganisms was found to be represented the best by an expanded Debye-T³ function. No
magnetic, electronic, lattice vacancy and similar terms were observed. In the mid-temperature
region, heat capacity was represented using a polynomial, for better connection of the high and low
regions. In the high-temperature region, a combination of Debye and Einstein functions were used.
The integration of fitted heat capacity data gave standard specific entropies. Moreover, phase
transitions were observed between 265 and 305 K, which were explained by transition of membrane
lipids from liquid-like to crystalized form.
Standard specific entropies were determined computationally using the Battley and Roels methods.
The Battley method was found to be more accurate, by comparison with experimental data.
Similarly, heat capacities were found using the Kopp’s rule and Hurst-Harrison equation, which
were found to have similar accuracy.

[1] U. von Stockar, Biothermodynamics of live cells: a tool for biotechnology and biochemical engineering, Journal of
Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics 35, 415-475. (2013).
[2] T. Maskow, Miniaturization of calorimetry: Strengths and weaknesses for bioprocess monitoring and control, In:
Urs von Stockar, ed., Biothermodynamics, Lausanne: EPFL Press, 423-442. (2013).
[3] P. Gale, Using thermodynamic equilibrium models to predict the effect of antiviral agents on infectivity: Theoretical
application to SARS-CoV-2 and other viruses, Micr. Risk An. (2021) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mran.2021.100198
[4] M. Popovic, M. Popovic, Strain Wars: Competitive interactions between SARS-CoV-2 strains are explained by
Gibbs energy of antigen-receptor binding, Microbial Risk Analysis (2022) https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mran.2022.100202
[5] L.D. Hansen, M. Popovic, D. Tolley et al., Laws of evolution parallel the laws of thermodynamics, Journal of
Chemical Thermodynamics 124, 141-148 (2018).
[6] M. Popovic, Thermodynamic properties of microorganisms: determination and analysis of enthalpy, entropy, and
Gibbs free energy of biomass, cells and colonies of 32 microorganism species, Heliyon 5, e01950 (2019).
[7] M. Popovic, G.B.G. Stenning, A. Göttlein et al., Elemental composition, heat capacity from 2 to 300 K and derived
thermodynamic functions of 5 microorganism species, Journal of Biotechnology 331, 99-107 (2021).
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Perturbations in the structure of large biomolecules (DNA, mRNA, proteins, and antibodies) results
in concomitant changes in biomolecular function. Biological molecules require stabilization for in
vitro analysis, as well as extended storage, manufacturing, and processing. In the case of
biotherapeutic molecules, changes in structure could unexpectedly reduce or enhance drug product
quality and safety. The primary stabilizing forces for biomolecules in solution are the non-covalent
interactions between the biomolecule and its immediate solution environment. In living organisms,
biomolecules are stabilized through a network of active cellular processes, but in solution,
biomolecules rely on excipients (salts, detergents, sugars, buffers, etc.) for stabilization. Analytical
instruments that can quantify the chemical influence of excipients on the structural stability of a
biomolecule include: Spectroscopic, scattering, fluorescence, and thermodynamic techniques.
Thermodynamic techniques are sensitive, reproducible, and extremely easy to setup because
samples do not require labeling or modification. We performed a comparability study of a liquid
protein reference formulation using a nano differential scanning calorimeter (Nano DSC) to reveal
that this thermodynamic technology detects the smallest changes in biomolecular structure in
response to subtle manipulations in the reference formulation.
Lysozyme reference samples in glycine buffer were pH adjusted to 5 different pH values or 6
different concentrations of sorbitol. Each reference sample formulation condition was run in
triplicate on a Nano DSC (TA Instruments). The structure stability changes in the protein sample
were measured. Determination of the peak thermodynamic stability temperature (Tmax) for each
sample was calculated and visualized. Comparative analysis and modeling were performed via plot
of Tmax versus pH, or Tmax versus sorbitol concentration, and the average Tmax and percent
relative standard deviations were calculated.
Information from Nano DSC experiments enable scientists to make the best formulations, as well as
monitor changes in their product over time. For the lysozyme reference sample, changes in pH elicit
large differences in biomolecular stability, and changes in solubilizing agent revealed miniscule
changes in biomolecular stability. The small changes measured during the sorbitol studies highlight
the sensitivity of the Nano DSC. When used as part of a DOE (Design of Experiment), Nano DSC
could determine ideal formulation conditions, identify changes that occur in drug manufacturing, or
storage. Nano DSC also offers significant ease of use because samples do not require fluorescent
labeling, fusion-tagging, or chemical digestion. While it is uncommon for these types of
modifications to perturb the biomolecule’s structure-function relationship, there are well known
cases where such sample modifications have impeded the progress of science. When automated, the
Nano DSC is an efficiency-increasing tool that provides peace of mind in decision making.
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Human serum albumin (HSA) is one of the most important protein in human body. Due to the
presence of Cys-34 amino acid residue [1], HSA antioxidant properties, that can be modulate by
drug chemical modification [2] as well as binding of certain ligands, such as ketoprofen or αtocopherol [3,4], were determined.
The main aim of this study was a calorimetric and spectroscopic new look at the effect of
acetylation on ligand-HSA interaction and HSA antioxidant activity using salicylic acid (SA) as
well as acetylsalicylic acid (ASA). To achieve the research goal, nano ITC (nano isothermal
-1
titration calorimetry), CD (circular dichroism) and UV-vis spectroscopy
were applied.
Nearly the same HSA affinity towards SA and ASA has been conducted. Both SA and ASA binding
with HSA, accompanied by hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interaction (SA-HSA complex) as
well as ionic interaction (ASA-HSA), are spontaneous and exothermic [3,5]. The effect of ligandsHSA binding is synergistic. Changes below 1% in α-helix and β-sheet structure confirm no effect of
SA and ASA binding on HSA secondary conformation. Using model free radicals, i.e. DPPH slight
SA and ASA influence on antioxidant activity has been observed.
Based on the comparative study it can be concluded that the process of SA acetylation does not
affect the interaction with HSA and SA slightly more effective than ASA modulates HSA
antioxidant activity.

[1] M. Anraku, V.T. Chuang, T. Maruyama, M. Otagiri, Redox properties of serum albumin. Biochimica et Biophysica
Acta, 1830(12), 5465–5472 (2013)
[2] C. Valerio, E. Theocharidou, A. Davenport, B. Agarwal, Human albumin solution for patients with cirrhosis and
acute on chronic liver failure: Beyond simple volume expansion. World Journal of Hepatology, 8(7), 345–354 (2016).
[3] H. Ihara, N. Hashizume, T. Hasegawa, M. Yoshida, Antioxidant capacities of ascorbic acid, uric acid, alpha
tocopherol, and bilirubin can be measured in the presence of another antioxidant, serum albumin. Journal of Clinical
Laboratory Analysis, 18(1), 45–49 (2004).
[4] W. Rogóż, J. Pożycka, K. Kulig, A. Owczarzy, A. Szkudlarek, M. Maciążek-Jurczyk, New look at the metabolism
of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs: influence on human serum albumin antioxidant activity. Journal of
Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics, 1-11 (2021)
[5] D. Ross, S. Subramanian, Thermodynamics of Protein Association Reactions: Forces Contributing to Stability.
Biochemistry, 20(11), 3096–3102 (1981)
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Human carbonic anhydrases (CAs) are targets for drug design due to their role in numerous diseases
including glaucoma, epilepsy, altitude sickness, and cancer. Clinically used CA inhibitors as drugs
are rather weak and non-selectively bind all twelve CA isozymes exhibiting toxic side effects.
There is a huge demand for novel high-affinity and high-selectivity CA inhibitors. However, the
task is challenging due to the high sequence homology between CA isozymes. Additionally, the
enzymatic activity inhibition methods have limitations for the determination of the tight-binding
inhibitor’s affinity.
Currently, the IC50 of CA inhibitors is usually determined by the stopped-flow CO 2 hydration assay.
This method directly follows the inhibition of CA enzymatic activity [1]. However, the assay is
limited by CA activity and concentration in the sample. Analysis of dose-response curves fitting
with Hill’s and Morrison’s equations showed that only the Morrison’s model is applicable for the
determination of tight-binding inhibitor’s K d . The widely used isothermal titration calorimetry
directly measures thermodynamic parameters of binding but is limited by the Wiseman c-factor.
Both methods do not determine the K d below several nM. We have designed and synthesized a
series of picomolar inhibitors [2] that selectively target human CA IX, an isoform that is nearly
absent in healthy humans but highly overexpressed in numerous cancers. Only the fluorescent
thermal shift assay, based on measuring protein thermal stability, allowed us to accurately
determine picomolar affinities of a tight-binding anticancer drug candidates. A combination of
enzymatic activity inhibition and binding techniques was necessary for the precise characterization
of CA–inhibitor interactions.

[1] J. Smirnovienė, V. Smirnovas, D. Matulis et al., Picomolar Inhibitors of Carbonic Anhydrase: Importance of
Inhibition and Binding Assays, Anal. Biochem. 522:61-72 (2017).
[2] J. Kazokaitė-Adomaitienė, H. M. Becker, J. Smirnovienė, L. J. Dubois, D. Matulis. Experimental Approaches to
Identify Selective Picomolar Inhibitors for Carbonic Anhydrase IX. Curr. Med. Chem. 2021;28(17):3361-3384.
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When making measurements on aerobic terrestrial biological samples – respiring samples that are
not in an aqueous environment – in an isothermal calorimetry, it is important to know how if the
samples consumption of oxygen and production of carbon dioxide can lead to low oxygen levels
and high carbon dioxide levels that interfere with the activity of the sample. With isothermal
calorimetry it is possible to calculate the approximate gas concentrations from the calorimetric
result, as the thermal power (heat production rate) is strongly connected to the oxygen consumption
rate through the so called Thornton‘s constant of about -455 kJ/mol(oxygen)1. As most of the heat
produced in aerobic metabolism comes from the oxidation of carbon substrate, this value can be
used to calculate how much the oxygen concentration in a calorimetric vial decreases during a
measurement. Carbon dioxide concentrations can also be calculated if the respiratory quotient is
known. Such calculations can be made both for closed vials and for aerated vials, and methods for
such calculations will be presented.

[1] L. Wadsö, L. D. Hansen. Calorespirometry of terrestrial organisms and ecosystems, Methods, 76: 11-19 (2015)
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